Abstract. We perform a set of experiments on photo-heating in tissues containing gold nanoshells (NSs) and nanorods (NRs). The temperature of tissues were measured with different amounts gold NSs and NRs under illumination of a continuous diode laser at 808 nm and power density from 20 to 62 W/cm 2 . The temperature of the tissues injected gold nanoparticles increased to 66 ± 4˚C for 2.1 × 10 8 NSs and 73 ± 4 0 C for gold 5.4 × 10 9 NRs after 10 min exposition at power density 35 W/cm 2 . The control tissue without gold nanoparticles demonstrated a significantly lower temperature 40 ± 4˚C in the same time of illumination. The temperature can be reached up to around 100˚C for tissue with both NSs and NRs at 62 W/cm 2 inrradiation for 7 ÷ 10 min.
I. INTRODUCTION
Photothermal therapy relies on the principle of converting laser energy into heat leading to tumor necrosis. Simple photothermal therapy performed with not between cancer cells and healthy cells. Besides, high laser power will be needed to sufficiently heat large or deeply embedded tumors. However, by using near-infrared light coupled with thermal agent implanted in the tumor, efficient localized heating can be achieved [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The photo-heating effect is especially strong for metal nanoparticles (NP) because they have many free electrons. It becomes strongly enhanced under plasmon resonance when the laser frequency hits the collective resonance of the free electrons in NPs. Metal nanoparticles become very useful as agents for photothermal therapy because of their enhanced absorption and scattering cross-sections. The absorption cross-sections of the gold NPs is four to five orders of magnitude larger than those of indocyanine green dye [4] . Additionally, gold NPs manifest a low level of toxicity when introduced into biological systems [3] .
Gold nanoshells (NSs) (core silica -shell gold) have generated considerable interest as a photothermal agent due to its absorption cross-sections wavelength selectivity. By controlling the relative thickness of the core and shell layers of the nanoparticles, the plasmon resonance and the absorption band of NSs can be tuned across a broad region of the spectrum from the near-UV to the near-infrared NIR [7] [8] [9] [10] . Gold nanorods (NRs) also interested because their optical The Light-to-heat Conversion of Gold Nanoshells and Nanorods in Tissues properties are well-matched for exploitation in diagnostic and therapeutic applications. Moreover, the absorption of gold NRs is predicted to be the strongest of all the different shapes of gold and silver nanoparticles [11, 12] . By changing the aspect ratio between axes of NRs, their absorption and scattering wavelength can be changed from visible to the NIR region. This range the NIR is the region where optical absorption in tissue is minimal.
In this work, we present the reseach results on thermal effects caused by gold NSs and NRs in animal tissue under illumination of a continuous diode laser at 808 nm. The gold NSs and NRs were utilized as thermal agent to efficiently transfer the radiant energy into heat within a localized region. The results demonstrate the ability in increasing also monitoring the temperature of gold NSs and NRs during laser irradiation.
II. EXPERIMENT

II.1. Sample preparation
The gold NSs were synthesized according to previously published procedures [13] . The gold NSs with 140 ± 10 nm silica core and ∼ 20 nm gold shell have the concentration 7 × 10 11 particles/ml. The gold NRs were purchased from NanoComposix. The gold NRs with aspects ∼ 41 × 10 nm have the concentration 1.8 × 10 13 particles/ml.
Chicken tissue samples with size of 4 × 4 × 4 mm were used to study. The solution of gold NSs or NRs was slowly injected into the tissue sample at 2 mm depth with different nanoparticle amounts. Control tissue samples received the same quantity of water.
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Figure 2. Gold NSs: UV-Vis-NIR spectra and TEM image (inset) (A), Dark-field microscope image, Nikon
Ti-E, objective 10X, Na= 1.3 (B) The dark-field microscope images of gold NSs and NRs are presented in Fig. 2B and Fig. 3B , respectively. The nanoparticles scatter different colored light depending on their size and shape. The NSs strongly scatter red light due to the surface plasmon oscillation of gold shells. The NRs shows bright spots with different colors caused by the plasmon resonance scattering axes which are not identical.
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III.2. Photothermal properties
The gold NSs or NRs is are injected into a small cavity inside a massive chicken tissue and become optically stimulated when illuminated by laser light. Figure 4 shows the time dependence of the temperature change of chicken tissue samples induced by the laser light of power density 62 W/cm 2 . Due to the illumination of laser wavelength 808nm in the therapeutic window region, the laser light can go through, touch the NPs and excites the surface plasmon resonance. For larger NPs, the scattering feature The Light-to-heat Conversion of Gold Nanoshells and Nanorods in Tissues
The dark-field microscope images of gold NSs and NRs are presented in Fig. 2B and Fig. 3B , respectively. The nanoparticles scatter different colored light depending on their size and shape. The NSs strongly scatter red light due to the surface plasmon oscillation of gold shells. The NRs shows bright spots with different colors caused by the plasmon resonance scattering axes which are not identical.
A Figure 3. Gold NRs: UV-Vis-NIR spectra and TEM image (inset) (A Ti-E objective 10X, Na= 1.3 (
III.2. Photothermal properties
The gold NSs or NRs is are injected into a small cavity inside optically stimulated when illuminated by laser light. Each individual nanoparticle can be considered as an independen the temperature around a single nanoparticle depends upon the a morphology of the nanoparticle, and thermal conductivities of b [14] . The temperature increase on the surface of an individua equation: The gold NSs or NRs is are injected into a small cavity inside a massive chicken tissue and become optically stimulated when illuminated by laser light. Fig. 4 shows the time dependence of the temperature change of chicken tissue samples induced by the laser light of power density 62 W/cm 2 . Due to the illumination of laser wavelength 808nm in the therapeutic window region, the laser light can go through, touch the NPs and excites the surface plasmon resonance. For larger NPs, the scattering feature becomes greater. The scattered light energy contributes to the heating process of the surrounding environment, leading to and increase in temperature of the samples. The tissue reaches the steady-state temperature after 20 minutes of excitation. The temperature can be reached to around 100 0 C after illumination for 7÷10 min. While the laser light is turning off, the temperature of samples decreases rapidelly from the maximum to the room. The results are shown in Table 1 . Each individual nanoparticle can be considered as an independent heat source. The localized increase of the temperature around a single nanoparticle depends upon the absorption cross section, laser intensity, morphology of the nanoparticle, and thermal conductivities of both the metal and surrounding medium [14] . The temperature increase on the surface of an individual 
where σ abs is absorption cross section (m 2 ); I is power density of the incident light (W/m 2 ); R eq is equivalent radius of a sphere with the same volume as the particle (R eq =
, m); k 0 is thermal conductivity of the surrounding medium; and β is thermal capacity coefficient dependent on nanoparticle aspect ratio (ar): β = 1 for NSs or spheres, β = 1+0.96586(ln 2 (ar)) for rods [14] . We can see that the temperature increase at the surface of a single NP is really very small. The overall increase of temperature is due to a collective heating effect of many nanoparticles. In other words, the average increase of temperature in the samples (∆T) is generated by amounts of NP and illumination density.
where σ abs is absorption cross section (m 2 ); I is power density of the incident light (W/m 2 ); R eq is equivalent radius of a sphere with the same volume as the particle (
, m); k 0 is thermal conductivity of the surrounding medium; and β is thermal capacity coefficient dependent on nanoparticle aspect ratio (ar): β = 1 for NSs or spheres, β = 1 + 0.96586(ln 2 (ar)) for rods [14] . We can see that the temperature increase at the surface of a single NP is really very small. The overall increase of temperature is due to a collective heating effect of many nanoparticles. In other words, the average increase of temperature in the samples (∆T) is generated by amounts of NP and illumination density. (Fig. 5A) . While, the temperature in the control injected water tissues slowly increased and reached a steady level of 40 ± 4˚C. The temperature difference in the presence and absence of NSs is around 10 ÷ 22˚C for power density 20 W/cm 2 and 24 ÷ 28˚C for power density 35 W/cm 2 . For NR injected tissues, the temperature of samples increases to 66 ± 4˚C and 73 ± 4˚C for 1.8 × 10 9 particles and 5.4 × 10 9 particles, respectively, at power density 35 W/cm 2 (Fig. 4B) . The temperature difference in the presence and absence of NRs is around 18 ÷ 24 0 C for power density 20 W/cm 2 and 26 ÷ 32˚C for power density 35 W/cm 2 . This temperature can induce the irreversible damage to tissue. From these results, we can see that the maximum temperature of samples is proportional with the illuminate power density and NPs amount. The tissues need to be injected a NR amount of 1.8 × 10 9 particles to reach 66 ± 4˚C at power density 35 W/cm 2 , while they need only 2.1 × 10 8 NS particles to reach the same temperature.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The temperature of tissues were measured with different amounts gold NSs and NRs, power density from 20 to 62 W/cm 2 after laser excitation at 808 nm for 20 min. The results show that the temperature of samples reach to 62 ± 4˚C and 66 ± 4˚C with NS amount of 0.7 × 10 8 particles and 2.1 × 10 8 particles, respectively, at power density 35 W/cm 2 . The tissues need to be injected a NR amount of 1.8 × 10 9 particles to reach 66 ± 4˚C at power density 35 W/cm 2 , while they need only 2.1 × 10 8 NS particles to reach the same temperature. The temperature can be reached to about 100˚C when using nanoparticles and exposuring at power density 62 W/cm 2 for 7÷10 min. 
